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• Welcome and Introductions
• Quick review of the Dashboard work goals
• Gary Bess Associates: Report on work with clusters and review of
data collected
• Patient Experience Data discussion
• Thoughts on lessons learned and future learning direction
• Next meeting

Agenda

• Challenge in Comparing Apples-to-Apples
• Comparing roughly comparable local data (i.e., county)
with prevalence estimates

• Kaiser Family Foundation report on mental health and
substance abuse disorders in the United States (total
population).
• Note: 12-month prevalence was higher among those below 100% FPL (7.0%)
compared with those at or above the federal poverty level (3.5%).

• Includes national data on prevalence, outcomes, access to
care, and overall spending on mental health and substance
abuse disorders.

Dashboard

• Request Health Plan Data on Mild to Moderate
Utilization
• Request County Data on SMI Population
• Combined = Local Penetration / Utilization by Low
Income Persons

Local Data Approach

• Data dictionary that defines data terms / variables
• BH visit data for CY 2014 and CY 2015 as aggregate for
county and by participating clinic members

Local Data Requests

• ER Utilization
• Provided by local hospital(s)? More timely
• Provided by state utilization database? More comprehensive

• Client Experience
• Participant Assessment
• Wilder survey – two year comparisons

• Other Indicator of Choice
• Discussion?

Other Data Indicators

Data Visualization Example:
Health Care Services Agency,
Merced County

Merced County:
Adults Needing Help
for Emotional/Mental
Health Problems.
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Merced County:
Adults Needing Help
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Health Problems.
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Statement: “I have a lot of respect for the other people
involved in this collaborative.”
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Data Visualization Example:
Redwood Community Health
Coalition
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Factor: Skilled Leadership
Statement: “The people in leadership positions for
this collaboration have good skills for working with
other people and organizations.”
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• Thoughts on Data Points
• Discussion on Patient Experience

Discussion

Learning Challenges
and Opportunities

CAPACITY BUILDING CHALLENGES/LEARNINGS
1. Collaboratives do not have dedicated data people who work directly

for the collaborative. This stymies meaningful data collection, synthesis,
interpretation and makes sustainability beyond the grant cycle
challenging. Many staff aren’t familiar with how to collect this type of
data/what questions to ask to get the data they need.
2. Frameworks for developing a dashboard are more geared towards
collection of data at an individual level (patient) or at a single
organizational level – not system-wide level.
3. No clear “go to” resource at the state for a knowledgeable and
complete source of data across the MH/SU continuum; fragmented and
difficult to navigate; need an epidemiologist who could assist in
interpreting BH data.

PROCESS RELATED CHALLENGES/LEARNINGS:
1. Multiple initiatives underway some developing measures and

dashboards; most don’t include BH in the domains and few include
systems level measures, but some may; grantees are involved in many of
these; need to stay on top of these to determine if there is
overlap/measures being generated that would fit for dashboard work.
Also has potential to create “data fatigue” within collaboratives.
2. Frequency of data collection – how to determine what is the best and
most helpful time lines for collecting and is it feasible to get the data in
those timelines? Historically, data has been collected at long intervals
(yearly) and with long lag times, making it difficult to inspire/motivate
action to change data, as there is no meaningful feedback loop between
intervention and impact.
3. Working across multiple counties is complex as different data
pathways need to be carved with each different county government,
health plans and hospital.

PROCESS RELATED CHALLENGES/LEARNINGS:

4. The experience of working with health plans to obtain timely data is
extremely varied, even between different collaboratives working with the
same health plan.
5. Relationships with hospitals for many collaboratives are “nascent” and
getting access to data requires building relationships and understanding of
hospital systems.
6. Gathering data as a collaborative is new and unfamiliar in general, and
using data to develop goals, inform interventions and measure impact (for
example, on utilization/access) as a collaborative is very new. This
parallels the ‘treat to target’ or ‘measurement based practice’
developments in clinical care realms.
7. Collaboratives need flexibility in timelines for working on project;
large lead in times for assignments and require “practice” at collecting
data as it’s a new activityy for most.

DATA RELATED CHALLENGES/LEARNINGS:

1. Finding reliable and relevant sources of prevalence data; current
sources most frequently used significantly under report prevalence of MH
and SU; raises the question of how useful this really given efforts?
2. Determining how to measure patient experience across a collaborative,
as opposed to a single entity; measures don’t really exist yet.
3. Figuring out frequency for collecting data; time lags between data
collection and ability to generate meaningful reports that can be used for
tracking and improving quality of care being delivered in a collaborative
project like this.
4. Unknown how useful the Wilder is to measure the health and
effectiveness of collaboratives; relevance of measuring collaboration
seems mixed to many collaboratives.

DATA RELATED CHALLENGES/LEARNINGS:

5. Organizations and communities are inundated with data; can be
difficult to discern what is meaningful and actionable data.
6. Data points gathered on this data project are a little ‘tired’ and
‘unsexy’, possible lack of enthusiasm for collecting them.
7. Utilization data point might be under appreciated in how meaningful it
is; consider changing the title to ‘access’ as opposed to ‘utilization’.

CHALLENGES/LEARNINGS:
What recommendations would you like to make to address these
challenges going forward?
How might the learning activities in the next phase build upon the
work started this year? What would need to occur to make another
year of working on this high value to you and your collaborative?
What do you think the most important next step is for communities
to use data to increase collective accountability and collective
impact?
What, if anything, would you like to suggest the BSCF consider in
order to advance work in this area in the next phase?

•
•
•
•

Thoughts on learnings and future opportunities
Confirm decisions and follow up on data points
Next meeting date: TBD
Other?

Discussion and Next
Steps

